
Performance Management Working Group - SCC
June 16, 2022 - Meeting Notes
1:00pm-2:40pm Remote (Zoom)

I. TOPIC: Introductions
II. TOPIC: CoC UPdates

A. CoC Board Meeting more updates to come
B. YHDP - the rank and review panel decided on the applicant that will receive the funding -

will be presented to CoC board tomorrow and the 5 agencies will be submitting application
project by end of month (10.4 million dollars next 2 year then roll into CoC process -services
and shelters for young adults)

C. Final PIT count in late July more to share in the next few minutes
III. TOPIC: Review SCC PM
IV. TOPIC: Income Measures Discussion

A. Living Wage Income Growth (Local) - Housed clients monthly income is greater than
or equal to 850/month = 60%

1. Elisha - keep it the same since we are not meeting it
2. Juan - may not change b/c it is fixed
3. Elisha - How is the data quality on this - could we be missing some data
4. Leila - benchmark was 70% for many years, when was the benchmark set to 70

what was the rationale - would be nice to know
5. Steven - Hunter mentioned that if Vets were included they would be qualified and

would be part of this number being higher - assuming data was being entered
correctly - basically we should be higher than we are now - there is an error and
folks should qualify - needing to identify the error

6. Daniel - How long are we on the hook with this metric
7. Leila - it would be nice to get feedback from people that are PSH
8. BF- to have some conversations with PSH programs to see if this is a good

goal
B. RRH - Housed Households monthly income greater than or equal to SCC living wage

to exit = 11%
1. Daniel - comfortable with the 11/6

C. RRH - Housed adults monthly income is greater than or equal to SCC living wage at
exit = 6%

V. TOPIC: Operationalizing Measure
A. Other Ideas?



1. Leila - good ideas - if folks see them and know they exist it may inspire them to
achieve better data quality that will be compared to a benchmark

2. Elisha - there is always going to be some folks that do not see the bigger picture -
data quality trainings are greater always needed - but definitely getting them to
understand the importance of data as it related to the PM

3. Leila - Analysis on the households that do meet the living wage and see trends and
how they were able to meet them would be practical


